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and urged the people to present the up the way to the penitent-form. One
most precious gift in their possession, sinner, under deep conviction, yielded
viz. : Life, to God. He dwelt upon to God.
Among other topics which have
the fact that gold, precious as it was,
needed purifying, and pressed home the proved effective in securing fresh people
truth that God could purify a sinner's at these " slack " meetings of the week
life. Another Cadet spoke of the second have been " Rags, Bones and Bottles " ;
gift, Frankincense, taking it as typical "Plantation Ditties"] "A Week with
of the offering to God of prayer. The the Staff Bands in Holland," by a
song, No. 709, "When the Wise Men member of the Staff Bands, now in
came seeking," made an appropriate Training; and "Houses to Let—Rent
variation in the programme, which was Free." The enterprise and ability dis
followed by a capital talk on Myrrh— played by some of the Cadets in the
" bitter-sweet "—typical of the offering conduct of these meetings give promise
of that which was painful. This point— of a very successful career in the

the necessity of cross-bearing—opened

Field.

Salvation Sieges in the Scotch Province.
SCOTLAND is again taking the lead case the Siegers were thirteen in
in the adaptation of old-time number, and comprised the Divisional
Salvation Army tactics to present-day Officer and his wife, the Divisional
needs. Major Cloud's band of " Salva Secretary and his wife, two Adjutants,

tion Siegers " have in this way achieved one Captain, and five Lieutenants. The
really notable results in the East Glasgow Divisional Staff, including Corps-Cadet

Division.

Considering the sizes of the

populations of the various

places

Eva Hodder (daughter of the Provincial
Commander), formed a Brass Band of

attacked, the number of souls saved have five players; they also manipulated
been remarkable. At Strathaven, with a concertinas, flutinas, and violins indoors.

population of only 600, 45 sinners were
converted in Eve days. At Stonehouse,
a town of 4,000 inhabitants, 69 were

captured in the same time. Craigneuk,
with a population of 7,000, yielded
118 seekers for salvation.

The most

encouraging

the

feature

and

best

evidence of the value of the work done,

Towns

of

rather

principle, that of the Boom March—
a desperate, concentrated effort for the
salvation of souls carried out by a party
of selected Officers.
In the present

size

were

:

pated. Tactics were adapted to the m
peculiarities of each place, though, in
broad outline, the methods were the
same.

Six weeks ahead, each town was

placarded with posters containing the

is that 60 per cent, of the converts have bare announcement:
already become Soldiers.
The idea of the Siege Band is, in

small

selected, in order that the interest
aroused might not be so easily dissi

Siegers are Coming.

"The Salvation

See small bills."

"This was sufficient," in the words of

the D.O., "to create questionings in
the minds of the people, and prepared
the way for the Officers to make the
object of the Siegers known. We

